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Figure 1: A localized guided water simulation following a ship allows feasible interaction with the water and wakes to form
near the ship while remaining faithful to the underlying art-directed input guide waves. Left: ship hull, FLIP fluid particles
and input guide wave surface. Right: integration of the localized guided simulation with a secondary foam simulation as well
as the input guide wave surface. Bifrost simulation and Arnold rendering courtesy of Igor Zanic (vimeo.com/igorzanic).
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1 INTRODUCTION
A guided liquid simulation [Nielsen and Bridson 2011] re-simulates
a thin surface layer of an existing liquid simulation at higher resolu-
tion, or simulates just a thin layer near the surface of an animated
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input sequence produced e.g. by hand or by spectral wave meth-
ods. The movement of the simulated surface layer is guided by the
underlying animation and this technique has been used to achieve
high surface detail and art-directed water effects on several movies
including "Hobbit - The Desolation of Smaug" and "Tintin - Secret
of the Unicorn". Despite the successful application of guided simu-
lations in production, the method as originally proposed requires a
fair amount of manual setup time and can be computationally costly
in scenarios where the area of focus (such as a moving ship) covers
a large and non-regular area over time. In this talk we present an
outline of a novel set of algorithms facilitating localized guided
simulations, where the guided simulation takes place only within
a - possibly animated - local region specified by the user. We have
implemented our algorithms in Autodesk Maya’s procedural Bifrost
framework and integrated them with Bifrost’s adaptive FLIP solver.
We demonstrate with several examples the benefits of our approach
in terms of computational efficiency and ease of use. Additionally
our tool was utilized by Moving Picture Company (MPC) to cre-
ate high resolution art-directed water simulations on Pirates of the
Caribbean - Dead Men Tell No Tales.

We stress that the idea of localized re-simulation is not new:
Bojsen-Hansen andWojtan [2016] propose a method based on PML,
but do not consider guided simulations. Winwood et al. [2016]
describe a system that combines the Refine Sheet method with
deeper localized FLIP simulations around characters, and SideFX
Houdini has introduced the Wave Layer Tank which simulates FLIP
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Figure 2: (a) Input guide surface (waves) and local simulation region (sphere). (b) The computed guide shape. (c) Layer of FLIP
liquid particles. (d) Reseed regions near the bottom (blue) and edges (red). (e) A collider impacts the surface. To capture the
splash and impact crater, the simulation is automatically extended downwards.

particles inside a bounding box that can be attached to a moving
object.

2 LOCALIZED GUIDED SIMULATIONS
The Guide Shapes method as originally proposed [Nielsen and Brid-
son 2011] requires as input a static container of a certain thickness
and a dynamic guide volume – as opposed to just a guide surface
– that respectively confine the simulation and specify the guided
motion. These are difficult to devise before the simulation is actu-
ally run due to its dynamic nature, interaction with colliders etc,
and hence a manual setup is error prone and tedious. In many sce-
narios it is easier for a user to just specify a guide surface – not
necessarily a height field – and an overlapping local simulation
region (figure 2.a). Our algorithms automatically extrude the input
surface sufficiently deep based on the position and velocity of the
local simulation region and FLIP particles each frame. The extruded
input surface is voxelized into a spatially adaptive distance field,
and a container and guide volume are computed by applying a
combination of CSG, morphological and re-distance operations that
dynamically coarsen and refine our generalized octree represen-
tation to capture surface detail and speed up the computations.
We then use the computed container and guide volume as input
to a variation of algorithms 1 and 2 from Nielsen et al. [2011] to
compute the guide shape (figure 2.b) which guides the simulation
velocity through a Neumann boundary condition in the pressure
projection step. We stress that the input guide surface and the sim-
ulation region can be arbitrary and in particular are not limited to
respectively spectral waves or simple analytical geometry.

The computational cost of extruding and voxelizing the entire
input guide surface mesh into a signed distance field can be quite
significant. We therefore developed an algorithm for extruding the
input guide surface mesh only near the local simulation region
and the FLIP particles. This is apparent from figure 2.b and the
accompanying videowhich contains an examplewherewe observed
up to a 10x speedup by only extruding and voxelizing locally. The
main requirement on the local extrusion algorithm is that the guided
FLIP simulation should give a result identical to the result obtained
by extruding the guide surface mesh everywhere. To determine
proximity to the local simulation region we currently just use its
bounding box. To determine proximity to FLIP particles we reduce
the problem to determining for each polygon in the surface mesh
whether its extruded bounding box overlaps any of the bounding
boxes swept out by the FLIP particles’ positions during a time step.
Instead of allocating a separate bounding volume hierarchy, we
leverage the fact that the FLIP particles are already stored in our

generalized octree voxel data structure. In a first pass we voxelize
the FLIP particles’ bounding boxes into a voxel channel storing a
single bit per voxel using a lock-free parallel scatter operation. In
a second pass we perform a depth-first search in the generalized
octree bit channel with an extruded bounding box for each polygon
in the surface mesh. The search is terminated when encountering
a leaf voxel with a set bit which indicates proximity to a FLIP
particle. This can be formulated as a parallel reduction, and if a
search does not encounter any set bits we can safely discard the
polygon in the extrusion. Currently we extrude quite conservatively
in depth inside the local simulation region as we need to take into
account several factors including reseeding and guaranteeing a
user-specified thickness of the simulated liquid layer.

We have also extended the Guide Shapes method to properly
account for in- and out-flow near the sides of the simulation region
(red region in figure 2.d) and also propose a method for dampening
reflections. This is essential for capturing the flow due to large
translational components and the rolling motion of deep water
waves with wave lengths larger than the local simulation region. To
capture in- and out-flow we reseed particles in a volumetric band
determined by an estimate of velocity near the edges of the simula-
tion region. In- and out-flow through the bottom of the simulation
domain (blue region in figure 2.d) is handled by algorithm 3 from
Nielsen et al. [2011]. Animated simulation regions are captured by
reseeding near the surface in the volume defined by subtracting
the previous frame simulation region from the current frame in-
put guide volume. To dampen reflections we firstly create a sloped
region on the guide shape near the edge of the simulation region
(figure 2.b) such that the simulation depth gradually transitions to
zero. Secondly we gradually blend the FLIP simulation velocity with
the guide velocity towards the edge of the simulation region. While
this does not prevent reflections like PML it is relatively fast and
appears to work well in practice. As shown in the accompanying
video we also support gradual low- to all-frequency velocity guid-
ing throughout the simulation domain to more strongly constrain
the FLIP simulation to the input guide surface.
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